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Abstract In situ tensile tests were performed in an environmental scanning
electron microscope (ESEM) on earlywood, transition wood and latewood cells of
Norway spruce (Picea abies [L.] Karst.). In order to examine the single wood fibres
in a wet state, a specially designed tensile testing stage with a cooling device was
built. The fracture behaviour of the cell types was studied at high resolution while
straining. Different failure mechanisms were observed for the three tissue types. The
thin-walled earlywood fibres showed tension buckling which gave rise to crack
initiation and resulted in low tensile strength, whereas thick-walled latewood fibres
predominately failed by transverse crack propagation without fibre folding.

Introduction
Environmental scanning electron microscopy (ESEM) is a powerful tool in
biomaterials research due to its applicability in observing the biological sample in a
wet state at high magnifications. ESEM was established in the late 1980s and differs
from conventional scanning electron microscopy (SEM) in two aspects, namely: (1) a
high pressure of up to *30 torr is permitted in the sample chamber and (2) insulating
specimens can be imaged without a conductive coating (Stokes 2003). By utilising
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water vapour as an imaging gas, with its special thermodynamic properties and low
ionization potential (Fletcher et al. 1997), samples can be kept in a wet state provided
that they are sufficiently cooled. The number of ESEM investigations published has
been less than expected, due to a lower resolution and brilliance of the images
compared to high vacuum condition in a conventional SEM combined with a cryostage, which is a much better alternative when structural examination is intended
exclusively. However, in terms of mechanical studies combined with electron
microscopy the main advantage of an ESEM mode is that the mechanical properties
can be investigated on moisturized samples, which is crucial for biological samples.
In situ tensile studies combined with electron microscopy have already been
carried out on various plant tissues. Studies on wet tissues [onion (Allium cepa) and
algae (Chara corallina)] were performed by Donald et al. (2003), but the majority
of studies on wood were operated in the dry state. In various microfracture studies
on dry thin wood specimens, specific crack propagation mechanisms for different
tissue types were examined (Frühmann et al. 2003a, b; Sippola and Frühmann
2002). Mechanical tests on single fibres were also carried out by Mott et al. (1995,
1996). They strained single pulp fibres in an ESEM chamber and analysed the
recorded images by digital image correlation. It was shown that microstrain
distribution was not uniform along the fibres. Bos and Donald (1999) performed a
modified loop test on single flax fibres inside an ESEM chamber and studied the
deformation patterns at the compressive and tensile sides of the loop.
A new microtensile testing device was designed to test single fibres in the wet
state inside the chamber of an ESEM. The fibres were mechanically isolated
(Burgert et al. 2003, 2005) which means that the cell wall polymers were not only
retained in their natural state but also that the shape of the cells was preserved. Both,
the tensile setup and the fibre properties allowed for a detailed study on the
influence of fibre geometry on the fracture behaviour.
An unresolved question of single fibre mechanics is why earlywood fibres break
at considerably lower stress levels than latewood fibres (stress calculation based on
cell wall cross-section). Mott et al. (2002) performed tensile tests on chemically
isolated earlywood and latewood single fibres and showed that the fracture strength
of latewood was 73% higher than that of earlywood. In a previous work (Eder et al.
2008) it has been observed, that the fracture strength of latewood (calculated on the
basis of cell wall cross-section) was almost twice as high as that of earlywood.
These remarkable differences between earlywood and latewood fibres have not yet
been explained entirely. By investigating fibres from an earlywood, a transition
wood and a latewood region in the specially designed tensile setup in the ESEM
chamber an attempt was made to reveal more details of the observed phenomenon.

Materials and methods
Single wood fibres
An adult wood block of Norway spruce was microtomed in the longitudinaltangential direction (LT). Hundred and fifty micrometre thin slices of earlywood,
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transition wood and latewood were collected which then served for the isolation of
single tracheids. In order to retain the single cells in their natural state the isolation
procedure was performed mechanically by using fine tweezers (Burgert et al. 2002).
After isolation, the fibres for the in situ ESEM experiments were dried under glass
sheets to avoid twisting (Burgert et al. 2005). The air dried fibres were then glued
onto 150 lm thick foliar frames using cyanoacrylate glue. Fibres were re-moistened
for the in situ tensile tests. The fibres for ex situ tests were stored in glycerine to
keep them in the wet state. Previously performed ex situ measurements showed no
significant difference in mechanical properties between never-dried fibres and remoistened fibres. This suggests that the dried and subsequently re-moistened fibres,
tested in situ in the ESEM, should have almost the same mechanical properties as
never-dried fibres.
In situ microtensile testing
The mechanical behaviour of single wood cells while straining was observed in a
FEI FE-ESEM, Quanta 600. In order to minimize electron skirt of the beam (e.g.
Danilatos 1993), the tensile apparatus was brought as close as possible to the
detector which is located directly below the final pressure limiting aperture. Tensile
experiments were performed with a test speed of 0.5 lm/s using a microtensile
testing device equipped with a 500 mN load cell (A.L. Design) (Fig. 1).
The testing device was controlled via a graphical interface with a PC. Cables pass
a feedthrough flange which allowed the microtensile tester to be controlled outside
the microscope. The general principle of the device was similar to the one reported
by Burgert et al. (2003). Samples had to be cooled to keep them moist under the low
pressure in the ESEM chamber. For this purpose a Peltier cooling stage was located

sample
500 mN load cell
Peltier cooling stage
step motor

foliar frame with sample
load cell (with pin)
Peltier cooling stage
water cooling stage

Fig. 1 Experimental setup
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below the sample and cooled the upper plate of the moveable table. Additionally, a
droplet of water was placed onto the single fibre to enhance the thermal conductivity
because the single fibre itself was not in direct contact with the cooled metal table.
This ‘‘free-standing’’ of the fibre prevented damage while cutting the remaining
bridges of the foliar frame before testing (Burgert et al. 2003).
After the upper plate of the moveable table, the water droplet and the sample
reached a constant temperature, the pressure was reduced in the microscope
chamber until the water droplet started to evaporate. When the underlying structures
of the fibre became visible the evaporation was stopped immediately by increasing
the pressure again. This iterative process was performed until stable conditions were
achieved which both kept the sample in a hydrated state and allowed for sufficient
imaging. According to Donald (1998) an electron-permeable water layer of less than
*10 nm can be tolerated for SEM.

Results and discussion
Comparison of single fibre measurements inside and outside the chamber of the
ESEM revealed a reduction of tensile strength for the fibres which were tested in
situ. The data of both, in situ and ex situ measurements are shown in Table 1.
All three fibre groups (earlywood, transition wood and latewood) showed lower
maximum loads when tested inside the microscope. Differences in temperature and
pre-treatment of fibres (never-dried/remoistened) do not fully explain the different
behaviour inside and outside. Therefore the reduction might be a result of radiation
damage. It is well known that radiation damage can be a serious problem in the
ESEM mode, especially when water vapour is used as an imaging gas. The radiation
damage is triggered by the presence of water, because highly energetic primary
electrons create radicals during the ionisation processes (Jenkins and Donald 1997;
Kitching and Donald 1998). It is assumed that these radicals can lead to severe
damage of the samples. For further details concerning radiation damage of water
and of wet samples see e.g. Kitching and Donald (1998) or Royall et al. (2001). To
minimize radiation the acceleration voltage was kept low (8 kV) and the beam
exposure time short. However, although no damage was visible in beam sensitive
areas such as pits (Kifetew and Sandberg 2000), the differences in maximum loads

Table 1 Maximum loads (Fmax) of fibres tested ex situ and in situ
n
Fmax
(in situ) (mN)
Earlywood MFA 9.4°

Tension
Fmax
Tensile strength n
buckling (%) (ex situ) (mN) (cell wall) (MPa)

39 ± 15

11 91

120 ± 44

553 ± 32

15

Transition wood MFA 7.5° 151 ± 55

11 32

242 ± 49

706 ± 123

11

Latewood MFA 7.6°

12 8

367 ± 82

799 ± 186

10

177 ± 53

Tensile strength of fibres tested ex situ
n number of successful measurements, buckling
microfibril angle
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inside and outside the chamber indicated that radiation damage occurred. A closer
examination of the data revealed that the thin-walled earlywood fibres were more
affected than the other fibre types which supports the former assumption, because
the penetration depth of the electron beam should be the same for all three fibre
types. This means that the proportion of radiation damage is higher for the thin- than
the thick-walled samples.
Figure 2 shows the representative deformation and fracture pattern of one
earlywood fibre in tension and the corresponding load-displacement curve.
In the initial part of the curve the slope was less steep because of additional
deformation due to adjustments of the pin-hole assembly of the foliar frames which
carried the fibre. Load drops in the force–displacement curve were caused by stops
of the motor displacement required for image acquisition; the decrease in force was
due to stress relaxation during pausing. Micrograph 2a shows a section of the
unloaded fibre. Apparent deformation started with a folding/collapse of the cell wall
at rather low load levels and strains, indicated by the arrows in Fig. 2b. Further
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Fig. 2 Characteristic deformation pattern of an earlywood fibre and corresponding force–displacement
curve; bar 50 lm; a–f in the diagram refer to the corresponding micrographs which are plotted below;
arrows in b point at incipient folding/collapse of the cell wall
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straining resulted in an initiation of cracks in the neighbourhood of these folds. The
simultaneous force recording showed a partial load drop when the first cracks
developed. For a complete separation of the fibre additional straining was required.
Surprisingly, crack formation did not necessarily proceed in the immediate vicinity
of pits or pit fields.
For transition wood fibres two typical failure mechanisms were observed. In
terms of the first failure pattern, fibres were separated into two parts by a crack
immediately transversing the whole cell as shown in Fig. 3. At *60% of ultimate
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Fig. 3 Deformation pattern of
a transition wood fibre and
corresponding force–
displacement curve,
bar 50 lm
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load no apparent deformation pattern was observed (3b). Even shortly before fatal
fracture, crack initiation was not visible.
The second typical deformation pattern for transition wood fibres is shown in
Fig. 4. The visible deformation started with a folding of the cell which preferentially
occurred in the vicinity of bordered pits [upper part of the fibre in micrograph (4b)]
and pit fields [lower part of the fibre in micrograph (4b)].
Similar to earlywood fibres, a partial load drop was observed when the first
cracks appeared in the environment of the pit field (4c) and the fibre started to
collapse. To separate the fibre completely, further straining was required (4d).
Micrograph 4e shows the fracture path of the crack. The crack propagated through
the pit field, partly parallel to the longitudinal axis of the fibre. In contrast to the
earlywood fibres, cell wall folding and subsequent collapse started at considerably
higher load levels and were initiated in the vicinity of structural weak points, in this
case the pit field.
The common fracture pattern of latewood fibres (Fig. 5) was similar to the one
shown in Fig. 3 (transition wood fibre) with a crack separating the whole cell
transversally without prior visible deformation.
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Fig. 4 Buckling of a transition wood fibre under tension and corresponding force–displacement curve,
bar 50 lm
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Fig. 5 Characteristic deformation pattern of a latewood fibre and corresponding force–displacement
curve, bar 50 lm

In addition to the described fracture mechanism a folding of the cell at high load
levels was observed for fibres containing a higher amount of pits or pit fields. In
some cases a slight twisting of the latewood cells during straining was monitored,
although torsional movement was restricted by fixing the fibre ends with glue.
Presumably, structurally weak points along the fibre may promote the described
twisting behaviour.
The tensile strength of the three fibre types measured in situ in the ESEM
chamber cannot be directly compared because radiation damage probably
influenced the ultimate forces. However, the ex situ tests clearly showed that the
thin earlywood fibres were less strong than the thick-walled fibres (Table 1).
Likewise Mott et al. (2002) found a lower tensile strength for earlywood fibres when
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they tested delignified fibres which fold and buckle already before tensile straining
because of the loss of transverse stability caused by the lignin removal. They
explained the lower tensile strength of earlywood by a higher microfibril angle and
by pitting. A slightly higher cellulose microfibril angle in earlywood compared to
transition wood and latewood was also found (Table 1), but due to the observed
fracture patterns it was assumed for our data, that the differences between
earlywood, transition wood and latewood cannot be fully explained by the slight
differences in cellulose microfibril angle and pitting. The deformation studies in the
ESEM showed that tension buckling took place in thin-walled fibres and that the
probability of buckling decreased with decreasing cell size and increasing cell wall
thickness. Comparing the failure pattern of the three fibre types, cracks in thinwalled cells were mainly initiated by cell folding and subsequent collapse, in the
literature termed as ‘‘tension buckling’’ (Jeronimidis 1980; Pagano and Halpin
1968; Page et al. 1971). With increasing cell wall thickness and decreasing cell size
visible structural weak points like bordered pits or pit fields, seemed to become
more relevant in terms of crack initiation. Consequently the lower tensile strength of
thin-walled earlywood fibres might be explained by tension buckling.
Pagano and Halpin (1968) studied the mechanisms of tension buckling by means
of thin-walled anisotropic cylinders consisting of nylon fibers embedded in a rubber
matrix at different helical angles. Tensile tests with a restriction of rotation of the
samples resulted in a buckling of the cylinders. Likewise, tension buckling was
observed in single fibre tests (Page et al. 1971). Page and El-Hosseiny (1983)
described tension buckling in thin-walled pulp fibres and explained the resistance of
thick-walled fibres against buckling by the critical buckling stress, which depends
on the response of the fibre to bending stresses in the cell wall.
The stiff cellulose fibrils within the wooden cell wall tend to align in the direction
of the load during stretching (Gordon and Jeronimidis 1980, Keckes et al. 2003).
The resulting shear stresses force a thin-walled tube to buckle under tensile loading.
However, tension buckling seems not to be a problem for artificially produced fibre
reinforced thin cylindrical elements because these tubes are usually composed of
braided fibres or of fibres which are wound at angles ?H and -H to the
longitudinal axis resulting in a less anisotropic system (e.g. Harte and Fleck 2000;
Soden et al. 1993). In terms of wood tissues tension buckling of the individual fibre
within the tissue is impeded by neighbouring cells because of their mostly
rectangular shape and the z-helical orientation of the cellulose microfibrils, which
results in counterrotating cellulose fibrils of two adjacent cell walls, glued together
by the compound middle lamellae, (e.g. Booker 1996; Lichtenegger et al. 1999).

Conclusion
Tensile tests on single wood fibres were carried out in a microtensile tester operated
in an ESEM chamber which allowed straining of single fibres in the hydrated state
while observing the deformation behaviour by electron microscopy. Three different
fibre types with various cell size and cell wall thickness were observed (earlywood,
transition wood and latewood). It could be shown for the mechanically isolated
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fibres that tension buckling appeared as a common failure mechanism in thin-walled
cells. With increasing cell wall thickness, tension buckling became less important
for crack initiation, whereas structural weak points such as pits or pitfields became
more relevant. It can be concluded that cell geometry and cell wall thickness of
wood fibres play a major role in stabilizing the ‘‘hollow tube’’ structure in tension
and thereby influence the fracture behaviour of the cell. This explains the
pronounced differences between the tensile strength of earlywood and latewood
fibres (calculation based on cell wall cross-sections).
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